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Nontuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) are an increasingly common cause of respiratory infection in people with cystic fibrosis (PwCF). Relative to those with no history of NTM infection (CF-NTMNEG), PwCF and a history of NTM infection (CF-NTMPOS) are more likely to develop severe lung disease and experience complications over the course of treatment. In other mycobacterial infections (e.g., tuberculosis), an overexuberant immune response causes pathology and compromises organ function; however, since the immune profiles of CF-NTMPOS and CF-NTMNEG Airways are largely unexplored, it is unknown which, if any, immune responses distinguish these cohorts or concentrate in damaged tissues. Here, we evaluated lung lobe–specific immune profiles of 3 cohorts (CF-NTMPOS, CF-NTMNEG, and non-CF adults) and found that CF-NTMPOS Airways are distinguished by a hyperinflammatory cytokine profile. Importantly, the CF-NTMPOS airway immune profile was dominated by B cells, classical macrophages, and the cytokines that support their accumulation. These and other immunological differences between cohorts, including the near absence of NK cells and complement pathway members, were enriched in the most damaged lung lobes. The implications of these findings for our understanding of lung disease in PwCF are discussed, as are how they may inform the development of host-directed therapies to improve NTM disease treatment.

Introduction

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is caused by mutations in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) gene that cause airway surface liquid dehydration and the accumulation of mucus, which can obstruct airways and reduce lung function (1). The quality of life and life expectancy of people with CF (PwCF) are improved by therapies that modulate CFTR function or replace the lungs entirely (i.e., lung transplant, LTX); nevertheless, the median life expectancy of PwCF is still only 40 years of age (2). Chronic respiratory infections (CRI) further shorten the median life span of PwCF and can preclude them from lung transplant eligibility (3–5). Therefore, it is important to identify factors that can be manipulated via host-directed therapies (HDTs) to prevent or improve CRI outcomes in PwCF.

Nontuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) are an increasingly common cause of CRIs in PwCF (6–10). Mycobacterium avium or M. abscessus complex members cause most respiratory NTM infections (11). The route by which they enter the lung, however, is often not clear; possibilities include inhalation exposure to environmental aerosols (12), silent aspiration (since NTM infections have been associated with gastroesophageal reflux disease) (13), or carryover from contaminated bronchoscopes (14). Once in the lung, NTM become intracellular and replicate within the phagosome of innate immune lineages, e.g., macrophages (MO); they are also capable of forming biofilms (15, 16). PwCF who are infected with NTM (i.e., individuals who are CF-NTMPOS) typically suffer more severe lung disease than those without NTM infection (i.e., individuals who are CF-NTMNEG) (11), and numerous case reports suggest that pre-LTX infection with NTM is indicative of morbidity following LTX or allograft dysfunction (11, 17–21). Estimates of NTM infection prevalence within the CF community range from 3%–23% and vary based on microbiological criteria and country (4). The reason(s) why individuals who are CF-NTMPOS are more prone to experiencing complications during CF treatment or following LTX are unknown.
In animal models of mycobacterial disease, the local immune environment greatly affects lung disease progression and antibiotic treatment efficacy (22). On one end of the spectrum, the absence of an immune response — whether due to impaired bactericidal activity on the part of MØ or diminished secretion of MØ-activating cytokines by T cells — enables unrestricted mycobacterial growth. On the other end of the spectrum, an overexuberant response by innate or adaptive lineages can lead to tissue damage, fibrosis, and compromised lung function. Whether the immune profile of CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} lungs is best characterized as absent or overexuberant is not known, nor is it known if CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} lungs have immunological features that distinguish them from CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} lungs. This is an important distinction from a translational perspective, as our ability to modulate inflammation continues to improve with the advent of biologics that enhance or suppress the activity of specific cells or cytokines. To date, the only biologics that have been tested in clinical trials as HDTs for respiratory NTM infection are inhaled forms of recombinant GM-CSF (23) and recombinant IFN\textgamma (24, 25), each being well tolerated but nevertheless limited in their mycobactericidal efficacy compared with placebo controls (26, 27). Should there be immune factors that drive CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} lung pathology, it may be possible to use biologics as HDTs to improve antimycobacterial therapy in PwCF.

To profile the immune response and its biogeographical distribution in CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} lungs, we performed a cross-sectional study of 3 cohorts: individuals who are CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS}, individuals who are CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG}, and control individuals without CF (CTRL). Lung lobe–specific radiological assessments, bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) samples and blood were collected from each cohort and the frequencies of multiple innate and adaptive immune lineages were determined, as were lobe-specific protein concentrations of multiple cytokines and complement pathway members. Our results indicate a number of immunological differences between CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} lungs, many of which are lung-specific and concentrated in the most damaged lobes. We also observed a number of heretofore unreported differences between CTRL and CF individuals that may influence the general susceptibility of PwCF to opportunistic pathogens, as well as lobe-specific differences that support a perspective wherein the lung is not a uniform environment but rather is a conglomerate of immunologically distinct biogeographical regions.

**Results**

**CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} lungs exhibit more tissue damage that is concentrated in the right and upper lobes**

To profile the immune response and its biogeographical distribution within CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} lungs, BALF and blood from individuals who are CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} were collected during clinically indicated bronchoscopies and used for multidimensional flow cytometry analysis and cytokine protein measurements. Clinical lung function measurements (forced expiratory volume in 1 second [FEV\textsubscript{1}], forced vital capacity [FVC]) and lobe-specific radiological assessments (CT) were made prior to BALF collection. To establish baseline cell and cytokine levels in the absence of CF, BALF and blood were collected in an identical manner from an additional CTRL cohort. The physical characteristics of each cohort are shown in Table 1, along with aggregate clinical microbiology data (BALF culture), demonstrating that the presence of common opportunistic pathogens (S. aureus, P. aeruginosa, Aspergillus, and Candida spp) was similar between CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} cohorts. M. abscessus and M. intracellulare/M. chimaera were the species present in CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} subjects. Clinical microbiology data at the individual level are provided in Supplemental Table 1 (supplementary material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.157865DS1). Per our experimental design (Figure 1), BALF samples from the right lung lobes — right upper lobe (RUL), right middle lobe (RML), and right lower lobe (RLL) — of each individual were collected and kept separate at the time of bronchoscopy, as were BALF samples from the left lung lobes — left upper lobe (LUL), lingula (Ling), and left lower lobe (LLL).

As shown in Figure 2, A and B, the FEV\textsubscript{1} and FVC measurements from our CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} cohorts are consistent with their both having compromised lung function. With regards to the nature and distribution of tissue damage, however, CT scans of the same individuals demonstrated that a higher proportion of CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} lungs exhibited moderate bronchiectasis, mucus plugging, and bronchial wall thickening, each of which was concentrated in right and upper lobes (Figure 2C and Supplemental Figure 1). CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} lungs were also the only ones in which cysts were observed (Figure 2C and Supplemental Figure 1). Neither individuals who are CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} nor CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} exhibited cavitary lung lesions. Consistent with CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} lungs having more tissue damage, there were significantly more cells in BALF from CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} lungs (Figure 2D), with the majority of cells being CD45\textsuperscript{NEG} (Figure 2E) and dead (Figure 2F).
CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} airways are distinguished by changes in multiple innate and adaptive immune lineage frequencies

Since tissue damage is often accompanied by changes in the local immune environment, we used multidimensional flow cytometry to determine the frequencies of adaptive and innate immune lineages (live CD45\textsuperscript{POS} cells) in right lung BALF and left lung BALF as well as in the blood of CTRL and individuals who are both CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS}. t-distributed stochastic embedding (t-SNE) analysis of the cumulative data from each individual indicated that the airways have multiple populations with staining characteristics that are consistent with a number of conventional immune subsets (e.g., T cells, M\text{Ø}s) as well as several unexpected subsets, e.g., double-negative (DN) T cells (Figure 3A). Conventional flow analysis using the gating scheme shown in Supplemental Figure 2 was used to quantify the relative abundance of each subset in the airway (Figure 3, B–P) and in the blood (Figure 4) to determine if any differences were tissue specific.

There were several notable differences between cohorts with respect to adaptive immune lineages (Figure 3, B–H). First, relative to CTRL and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} airways, CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} airways had significantly higher frequencies of B cells (Figure 3B). This was unexpected given the historical view of B cells as being disassociated from mycobacterial disease resistance. Second, CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} cohorts each had significantly lower frequencies of CD4 T cells in the airways, relative to CTRL (Figure 3C), whereas airway CD8 T cell frequencies were similar across all cohorts (Figure 3D). Net declines in the CD4:CD8 ratio stemmed from this drop in CD4 T cell frequency and were observed in both PwCF cohorts (Figure 3H). Third and unexpectedly, we observed 2 T cell populations in the airways that typically associate with thymic development: CD4\textsuperscript{POS}CD8\textsuperscript{NEG} double-negative (DP) T cells (Figure 3F) and CD4\textsuperscript{NEG}CD8\textsuperscript{POS} DN T cells (Figure 3G). Both PwCF cohorts had higher and lower frequencies of DP and DN T cells, respectively, compared with our CTRL cohort. Most of the above differences in adaptive lineage frequencies were specific to the lung and were not seen in the blood (Figure 4, A–H).

There were also notable differences between cohorts with respect to innate lineages in the airway (Figure 3, I–P). Relative to the CTRL cohort, the CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} cohorts had lower frequencies of airway NK cells, with CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} levels being lowest and significantly below those of CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} (Figure 3I). Conversely, airway group 1 innate lymphoid cell (ILC1) — which are developmentally related to NK cells — were increased in the CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} cohort relative to CTRL (Figure 3J). The frequencies of airway ILC2, ILC3 NCR\textsuperscript{POS}, and ILC3 NCR\textsuperscript{NEG} were similar across all cohorts (Figure 3K–M), as were airway NKT cells (Figure 3E). Among phagocytic subsets, the frequency of classical M\text{Ø}/monocytes was significantly higher in the CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} cohort relative to CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} and CTRL (Figure 3N). Decreased frequencies of intermediate M\text{Ø}/monocytes were observed in CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} cohorts but were not statistically significant (Figure 3O). Nonclassical M\text{Ø}/monocytes were not detected in the airways of most individuals (Figure 3P). With regards to innate immune lineages in the blood (Figure 4, I–P), the only distinction between CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} cohorts pertained to NK cells. Namely, we observed decreased NK cell frequencies among our CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS}
cohort relative to CF-NTM$^{NEG}$ (Figure 4I), which mirrored the airway NK cell level differences between these 2 cohorts (Figure 3I). It was noted that the CF-NTM$^{NEG}$ cohort had a higher frequency of circulating ILC1 cells relative to CTRL whereas the CF-NTM$^{POS}$ cohort did not (Figure 4J), and that the CF-NTM$^{POS}$ cohort had generally (albeit insignificantly) higher frequencies of circulating classical MØ/monocytes (Figure 4N) and circulating intermediate MØ/monocytes (Figure 4O).
CF-NTM^POS^ airways are distinguished by a hyperinflammatory cytokine profile
In addition to immune cells, cytokines and other soluble factors (e.g., complement) also influence the progression of lung pathology. To identify soluble factors that distinguish CF-NTM^NEG^ and CF-NTM^POS^ airways from one another, we used a multiplex approach to measure the concentrations of multiple cytokines and complement proteins in BALF of each lung lobe (RUL, RML, RLL, LUL, Ling, and LLL). Cytokines that distinguished CF-NTM^POS^ and CF-NTM^NEG^ airways from one another and their associated modular analyses are shown in Figure 5 (heatmap format) and Supplemental Figure 3 (dot plot format), with modular designations being based on common immune origins or effects. Cytokines

Figure 2. CF-NTM^POS^ lungs exhibit more tissue damage that is concentrated in the right and upper lobes. (A and B) FEV\textsubscript{1} and FVC were measured prior to bronchoscopy for each individual in our CTRL, CF-NTM^NEG^, and CF-NTM^POS^ cohorts. Shown are the mean percentage predicted FEV\textsubscript{1} in A and the mean percentage predicted FVC values in B for each cohort. (C) CT scan findings for each lobe (LLL, Ling, LUL, RLL, RML, and RUL) based on an individual's NTM cohort status (- or +). Colors represent the percent of individuals in that cohort who had the following features in the specified lobe: moderate bronchiectasis, mucus plugging, bronchial wall thickening, and 1 or more cysts. (D-F) BALF from the same individuals was collected and used to prepare noncellular and cellular fractions (see Supplemental Figure 1), the latter of which were counted and stained with a viability dye and CD45-specific Ab. Shown are the total BALF cell counts in D and the CD45 frequency in E of each cohort, as well as the proportion of live BALF cells in each cohort in F. Bars represent mean ± SD; *P = 0.05, **P = 0.005 as determined by 1-way ANOVA.
Figure 3. CF-NTM<sup>POS</sup> airways are distinguished by changes in multiple innate and adaptive immune lineage frequencies. BALF cells from individuals in our 3 cohorts (CTRL, CF-NTM<sup>NEG</sup>, and CF-NTM<sup>POS</sup>) were used for multidimensional flow cytometry analysis. (A) t-SNE analysis of the cumulative flow cytometry data from each cohort, wherein each cluster neighborhood represents a unique immune subset. Using the gating scheme shown in Supplemental Figure 2, we measured the frequencies of (B) B cells, (C) CD4<sup>T</sup> cells, (D) CD8<sup>T</sup> cells, (E) NKT cells, (F) CD4<sup>+</sup>CD8<sup>+</sup> DP T cells, (G) CD4<sup>+</sup>CD8<sup>-</sup> DN T cells, (H) CD4:CD8 T cell ratio, (I) NK cells, (J) ILC1 cells, (K) ILC2 cells, (L) ILC3 NCR<sup>+</sup> cells, (M) ILC3 NCR<sup>-</sup> cells, (N) classical MØ/monocytes, (O) intermediate MØ/monocytes, and (P) nonclassical MØ/monocytes. To observe general trends across cohorts, the data from right and left lung BALF are combined to generate each box and whisker plot; individual data points are, however, colored red or blue to indicate whether the data point originated from a right or left lung BALF, respectively. Asterisks indicate those group differences that were statistically significant as determined by 1-way ANOVA (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.005; ***P < 0.0005; ****P < 0.0000).
Figure 4. Circulating immune lineage frequencies are largely similar between individuals who are CF-NTM<sup>POS</sup> and CF-NTM<sup>NEG</sup>. Blood from individuals in each cohort was collected at the time of bronchoscopy and used to determine circulating immune subset frequencies, using the same flow cytometry panel and gating strategy as that used to determine airway immune subset frequencies. Shown for each cohort are (A) PBMC concentrations and frequencies of circulating (B) B cells, (C) CD4 T cells, (D) CD8 T cells, (E) NKT cells, (F) CD4<sup>+</sup>CD8<sup>+</sup> DP T cells, and (G) CD4<sup>+</sup>CD8<sup>+</sup> DN T cells, as well as (H) the ratio of CD4:CD8 T cells in the blood of each cohort. Likewise, shown are the frequencies of circulating (I) NK cells, (J) ILC1 cells, (K) ILC2 cells, (L) ILC3 (NCR<sup>+</sup>) cells, (M) ILC3 (NCR<sup>+</sup>) cells, (N) classical MØ/monocytes, (O) intermediate MØ/monocytes, and (P) nonclassical MØ/monocytes. Closed circles represent individual donor data; box and whiskers, means with error bars at the minimum and maximum (* <i>P</i> < 0.05 by 1-way ANOVA).
Figure 5. CF-NTM<sup>POS</sup> airways have high concentrations of cytokines that promote B cell growth, MØ/monocyte attraction, T<sub>H</sub>1/T<sub>H</sub>17 polarization, granulocyte attraction, and epithelial damage. BALF samples from each lung lobe (RUL, RML, RLL, LUL, Ling, and LLL) were collected from individuals in each cohort and processed into cellular and noncellular fractions, the latter of which were used to measure the protein concentrations of multiple cytokines. Shown in heatmap format are those cytokines that distinguished CF-NTM<sup>POS</sup> airways from CF-NTM<sup>NEG</sup> airways as determined by statistical analyses (Supplemental Figure 3), including (A) BALF cytokines that were higher in CF-NTM<sup>POS</sup> airways relative to CF-NTM<sup>NEG</sup> airways, as well as (B) BALF cytokines that were lower in CF-NTM<sup>POS</sup> airways relative to CF-NTM<sup>NEG</sup> airways. For each heatmap, rows represent data from a specified individual and columns represent data from the specified lung lobe. Since the concentration range for each cytokine is different, green and red represent the lower and higher values of a given concentration range, respectively, relative to the mean (yellow). White boxes represent samples for which there was an insufficient amount of material for cytokine measurement. Specific values for these same cytokine and sample data are shown in Supplemental Figure 3.
Immune correlates of NTM infection history status are primarily observed in the lung and exhibit interlobar variability

To identify immune correlates of CF or NTM infection history status, we performed a principal components analysis (PCA) incorporating the blood and airway immune lineage frequency values of each individual in our CTRL, CF-NTM\(^{\text{NEG}}\), and CF-NTM\(^{\text{POS}}\) cohorts (Figure 8), as well as their corresponding lobe-specific cytokote levels (Figure 9). We stratified the PCA of immune cell frequencies by tissue (blood and left and right lung segments) because we observed differing degrees of correlation based on the tissue examined (Figure 8A). The PCA of cytokote concentrations was, likewise, stratified by lobe due to differing degrees of correlation based on the lobe examined (Supplemental Figure 5).

At least 3 principal components (PCs) were sufficient to explain variation in our immune cell frequencies and cytokote concentration assessments (Supplemental Figure 6 and Supplemental Tables 2 and 3). With regards to the PCA of immune cell frequencies (Figure 8), among CTRL individuals, we observed tight clustering of PC1 and PC2 scores in the blood (Figure 8B, blue), left lung (Figure 8C, blue) and — to a lesser extent — the right lung (Figure 8D, blue). There was separation between CTRL and CF cohorts with respect to PC1 and PC2 scores in blood and left lung segment, where CF-NTM\(^{\text{NEG}}\) and CF-NTM\(^{\text{POS}}\) cohorts were largely overlapping (Figure 8C, red and green) with PC1 scores. Optimal separation between CF-NTM\(^{\text{NEG}}\) and CF-NTM\(^{\text{POS}}\) cohorts, however, was achieved in the right lung segment (Figure 8D, red and green), with higher PC1 scores representing variables uniquely driven by NTM status, the highest positive loadings being B cells, classical MØ, and ILC1 cells (Supplemental Table 2). With regards to the PCA of lobe-specific cytokote concentrations, clear separation was observed among individuals in our CTRL cohort (Figure 9, A–F, blue data points) and 2 CF cohorts (Figure 9, A–F, red and green data points) in each of the 6 lung lobes (LUL, Ling, LLL, RUL, RML, and RLL) (Figure 9, A–C, E, and F). Among PwCF, the CF-NTM\(^{\text{NEG}}\) and CF-NTM\(^{\text{POS}}\) cohorts separated from one another with respect to the PC2 scores, which were generally higher among individuals who are CF-NTM\(^{\text{POS}}\), the most common and highest positive loadings being cytokotes associated with BCA-1, MØ/monocyte attraction (MIP1\(_\beta\), MIP1\(\alpha\)), epithelial/endothelial damage (TRAIL, PDGF-AA), neutrophil attraction and activation (ENA78, IL-8), granulocyte maturation (GCSF), T cell proliferation (IL-15), and complement components C4, C5a, and Factor D (Supplemental Table 3). Optimal separation between CF-NTM\(^{\text{NEG}}\) and CF-NTM\(^{\text{POS}}\) cohorts was observed in the RUL (Figure 9D), which is a lobe most affected by tissue damage (Figure 2C). Collectively, these PCA indicate that immune correlates of NTM infection history status include differences in lineage frequencies and cytokote concentrations, with differences being most pronounced in the right and upper lobes.

**Discussion**

All PwCF encounter unique immunological challenges throughout life. Since those with a history of NTM infection are more likely to experience severe forms of lung disease and complications over the course of CF treatment, including allograft rejection following lung transplant, we performed the above study to determine if the CF-NTM\(^{\text{POS}}\) lung immune environment is distinct from CF-NTM\(^{\text{NEG}}\) lungs or contains targets for HDTs, which may improve antymycobacterial therapy outcomes. Although many differences were noted among PwCF based on their NTM infection history, as well as between PwCF and healthy controls, the 4 most notable observations and their potential clinical significance are as follows.

The most unexpected observation was that CF-NTM\(^{\text{POS}}\) airways contained higher frequencies of B cells relative to CF-NTM\(^{\text{NEG}}\) airways. Although B cells’ contribution to the most common form of mycobacterial disease (TB) has long been a topic of controversy, in the context of NTM infection, there are clinical studies that support B cells having a pathogenic role, including the positive correlation between pulmonary NTM infection status and circulating IgG levels (29, 30) and their suppression of anti-mycobacterial immune responses via autoantibodies that neutralize cytokotes (31, 32) or weaken epithelial integrity (33). The increased B cell frequencies and associated cytokotes (sCD40L, IL-10, IL-5, and BCA1) observed in CF-NTM\(^{\text{POS}}\) airways is also noteworthy because these individuals are more likely to die or experience morbidity following removal of their CF lung and replacement with a healthy allogeneic lung (34–37). There are multiple reasons for lung allograft failure in the setting of CF, including overall pretransplant health and postoperative airway dehiscence; however, should B cells of individuals who are CF-NTM\(^{\text{POS}}\) have an inherently better ability to migrate into the lung or expand, the Abs produced by these cells may potentially accelerate the allograft response and transplant rejection.
Complement pathway members are largely absent from the airways of PwCF, regardless of NTM infection history. In a manner identical to that described in the previous figure, the concentrations of complement pathway members and multiple cytokines were determined and represented in heatmap format. Shown are (A) cytokines that were more concentrated in CF airways regardless of NTM infection history, relative to CTRL airways; (B) cytokines that were less concentrated in CF airways regardless of NTM infection history, relative to CTRL airways; and (C) cytokines that were present at equivalent concentrations in CF and CTRL airways. Specific values for these same cytokine and sample data are shown in Supplemental Figure 4.
A second noteworthy feature of the CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} airway were the high and low frequencies, respectively, of MD\textsuperscript{M}/monocytes and NK cells relative to CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} airways. Replication within MD\textsuperscript{M}/monocytes is a pathogenesis mechanism for many Mycobacteria species. Since CF MD\textsuperscript{M}/monocytes also have impaired antimicrobial activity (38–40), their abundance in the CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} airway along with cytokines that support their development and attraction (M-CSF, Fractalkine, MCP\textsubscript{1\beta}, MCP\textsubscript{4}, MCP\textsubscript{3}, MCP\textsubscript{2}, and MIP\textsubscript{1\alpha}) may represent an ideal environment for NTM replication. Although NK cells lack direct bactericidal capacity, their absence from the airways may indirectly contribute to NTM infection since NK cells clear the lungs of influenza, cytomegalovirus (CMV), and other viruses that may predispose the lung to secondary mycobacterial infections (41, 42). The low NK cell frequencies we observed potentially stem from altered NK cell development (as opposed to NK cell death), as the proportion of ILC1 cells (a lineage to which NK cell can convert; ref. 43) is correspondingly higher in CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} airways, as is the concentration of a cytokine that promotes NK-to-ILC conversion (i.e., IL-15; ref. 44). Evidence of altered T cell development was also noted in both CF cohorts (i.e., airway frequencies of DP and DN T cells differed from CTRL individuals), supporting the concept of CFTR being a regulator of T lymphopoiesis and thymic homing (45).

Third, there was remarkable concordance between the location of lung tissue damage (as determined by CT) and the biogeographical distribution of inflammatory markers in CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} airways (as determined by PCA of our collected data). Healthy CTRL lungs comprise biogeographical regions that vary in blood gas tension, blood perfusion, pH, temperature, and microbiological factors (46, 47). Until now the relationship between CF, NTM infection, and lung immune biogeography was unknown. Compared to our CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} cohort, the lungs of our CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} cohort exhibited more tissue damage that was concentrated in right and upper lobes. Likewise, the same CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} lungs were distinct in terms of their right and upper airway immune profiles, including high concentrations of cytokines that damage epithelial barriers and drive $T_{h17}$ polarization, granulocyte chemoattraction, and mucin secretion. TRAIL, one of the cytokines that most distinguished CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} from CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} airways, damages epithelial barriers via induction of epithelial cell apoptosis and necrosis (48). $T_{h17}$-associated cytokines cause fibrosis by promoting epithelial to mesenchymal transition, myofibroblast differentiation, and extracellular matrix production. High levels of $T_{h17}$ cytokines are consistent with other models of mycobacteria-induced immunopathology (TB); however, in the case of our CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} cohort, this was not accompanied by elevated frequencies of airway $T_h$ cells. Low frequencies of airway $T_h$ cells belie their inflammatory nature, however, as CFTR-deficient T cells are hyperresponsive to TCR activation (49). IL-17 also causes epithelial cells to express mucin proteins (50) and secrete neutrophil chemoattractants that were also elevated in the CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} airways (e.g., G-CSF, IL-8). Neutrophil degranulation causes the release of multiple proteases that do not discriminate between pathogens versus host, leading to further breakdown of epithelial integrity.

Fourth and finally, the concentrations of nearly all complement pathway members were low in the airways of PwCF, regardless of NTM infection history. The complement pathway is an innate effector mechanism that helps kill and clear a variety of microbes, including viruses, bacteria, and fungi. Bronchial epithelial cells from PwCF are certainly capable of secreting a number of complement proteins, albeit some at levels significantly lower than those of non-CF bronchial epithelial cells (51). It has also been demonstrated that CF airway C5a levels are highest in those with more inflamed lungs (52, 53) (which is consistent with our observation of C5a being higher in CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} versus CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} airways). Still, the highest complement concentrations in CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} BALF is far below the average complement concentrations of CTRL BALF. We are not the first to observe this, as an unbiased proteomics approach also identified a complement module comprising several complement proteins (C1QA, C1QB, C1QG, C2, C4b, C5, C6, and Clusterin) as being depleted from BALF of PwCF (54), and many of these proteins were decreased in the lungs of CFTR knockout ferrets (55). Although early studies ruled out genetic complement deficiency as a contributing cause of CF (56, 57), our study and those referenced above suggest low complement levels may be an overlooked explanation of why PwCF are predisposed to opportunistic viral, bacterial, and fungal infections.

We recognize the limitations of our study, which are its modest size, being cross-sectional (as opposed to longitudinal) and our not knowing the CFTR genotype of healthy controls. Our study was completed before the rollout of newer CFTR modulators, which have improved the lung function and quality of life for many PwCF. It is not yet known what impact this important new drug combination will have on infections caused by NTM. On the one hand, CFTR modulation is likely to ease the immunological challenges on the CF lung, since increased mucociliary clearance will presumably shorten the exposure of airways to newly inhaled particulates and microbes; on the other hand, CFTR
modulation may not be as effective in portions of the lung where damage has already occurred or where opportunistic pathogens have already established a niche. In spite of these limitations, we anticipate these data will be useful for guiding the development of HDTs to suppress lung inflammation or improve antibiotic efficacy in individuals who are CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS}, and to inform future studies seeking to link immune biogeography to lung disease outcomes in individuals who are CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} alike.

### Methods

**Patients and sample collection.** Two PwCF cohorts were established for prospective BALF and blood collection: CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} and PwCF with no history of mycobacteria positivity as determined by clinical assessment before or at the time of bronchoscopy; and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} and PwCF with a history of mycobacteria positivity as determined by clinical assessment before or at the time of bronchoscopy. A CTRL cohort was also established, comprising local, age-matched, healthy individuals without CF. The demographic and physical
characteristics of each cohort are provided in Table 1, as are the CFTR genotypes represented in our PwCF cohorts. Lobe-specific CT scan and pulmonary function testing was performed prior to BALF collection. For both CF cohorts, BALF was collected during a clinically indicated bronchoscopy for functional endoscopic sinus surgery. BALF was collected from our CTRL cohort via a research bronchoscopy. A single individual (author DH) performed all bronchoscopies to limit variability in BALF collection technique. A total of 20 mL of sterile saline was instilled into each lobe of the right and left lung, with the Ling considered a separate lobe. Recovery of BALF was 40–50% of the total volume instilled, a portion of which was used for clinical microbiology testing per standards of care. Any NTM present were assigned a species designation based on a combination of growth profile characteristics (rapid versus slow growing), colony morphology, and MALDI-TOF per standards of care. The remaining BALF was placed on ice and transported to the research laboratory where flow cytometry was performed within an hour of sample collection.

**BALF and blood processing.** Each lobe-specific BALF sample was gently passed through sterile gauze to remove mucus and centrifuged (500 RCF, 6 min, 4°C) to separate the noncellular and cellular fractions. Following centrifugation, lobe-specific supernatant samples were kept separate (i.e., not pooled) for cytokine measurements. To have a sufficient number of cells for flow cytometry analysis it was necessary to pool the RUL, RML, and RLL cell fractions into a single sample representing all right lung BALF cells; LUL, Ling, and LLL cell fractions were likewise pooled into a single sample to represent all left lung

---

**Figure 8.** Cellular biomarker differences between individuals who are CF-NTM\(^{NEG}\) and CF-NTM\(^{POS}\) are pronounced in the right lung segment. Adaptive and innate immune subset frequency data from the blood, left lung, and right lung were analyzed via PCA to identify cellular correlates of CF status and NTM infection history status. (A) Correlation matrix of immune subset frequencies in blood, left lung, and right lung. (B–D) PC scores for the first and second components of immune cell frequencies from (B) blood, (C) left lung, and (D) right lung.

---
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Figure 9. Cytokine and complement biomarker differences between individuals who are CF-NTM\textsuperscript{NEG} and CF-NTM\textsuperscript{POS} are pronounced in the RUL.

Lobe-specific cytokine and complement concentration data from all individuals in each cohort were analyzed via PCA to identify correlates of CF status and NTM infection history status. PCA scores for the first and second components of cytokine concentrations from the left lung lobes (A) LUL, (B) Ling, and (C) LLL, as well as the right lung lobes (D) RUL, (E) RML, and (F) RLL.
BALF cells. Paired blood samples from the same individuals were centrifuged over a Ficoll gradient to PBMCs, which were subsequently counted and stained for immediate flow cytometric analysis of surface marker expression. Aliquots of PBMCs were also cryopreserved to enable intracellular cytokine staining at a later date, so PBMCs from all CTRL, CF-NTMPOS, and CF-NTMNEG donors could be analyzed in the same manner at the same time.

**Flow cytometry.** All Abs used for flow cytometric analysis were purchased from commercial sources (Bio-Legend, Thermo Fisher, and Beckman Coulter). BALF cell and PBMC preparations were resuspended in ice-cold R10 media (RPMI 1640, 10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin G, and 100 μg/mL streptomycin), transferred into a 15 mL tube via a 100-μm filter and centrifuged (250 g, 7 min, 4°C). The cell pellet was again resuspended in R10 media, stained with a viability dye (LIVE/Dead Fixable Aqua, Invitrogen) per manufacturer instructions. It was then washed and mixed with a fluorescent Ab cocktail recognizing the following surface proteins (antibody clone, fluorescent conjugate are listed in parenthesis): CD45 (2D1, FITC); NKP44 (P44-8, PE-Cy7); CD161 (HP-3G10, Alexa Fluor 700); CD127 (A019D5, BV421); CD20 (2H7, BV605); CD117 (104D2, BV650); CD56 (HCD56, BV711); CD4 (SK-3, Super Bright 436); CD14 (TuK4, Pac Orange); CRTH-2 (301109, Alexa Fluor 647); CD8 (RPA-T8, Alexa Fluor 532); NKG2A (Z199, PE); CD16 (3G8, PE-Cy5); and CD3 (SP34-2, APC-Cy7). All Abs were previously titrated to determine the optimal concentration. For intracellular cytokine staining of cryopreserved PBMC preparations, PBMCs were thawed, transferred into prewarmed R10 media, and washed to remove residual cryopreservation media. PBMCs were then resuspended at 1–2×10⁶ cells per mL in R10 and stimulated for 12 hours (37°C, 5% CO₂) with 50 ng/mL PMA (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1 μg/mL ionomycin (Sigma-Aldrich), in the presence of GolgiPlug (10 μg/mL; BD Biosciences). At the end of this stimulation period, cells were stained with a viability dye (LIVE/Dead Fixable Aqua, Invitrogen) and the surface Ab cocktail detailed above. After surface staining, cells were washed and fixed with 1x Intracellular Staining Permeabilization Wash Buffer (421002, Bio-Legend) and permeabilized with 1x Intracellular Staining Permeabilization Wash Buffer (421002, Bio-Legend) per the manufacturer protocols. Recommended amount of directly conjugated primary Abs for detection of intracellular antigens (IFNγ, TNF, and IL-17) were added. After washing and filtering cells through strainer capped FACS tubes, spectral flow cytometry data from stained cells were acquired on a Cytek Aurora instrument (Cytek Biosciences) and analyzed with FlowJo software (Tree Star). Prior to collecting spectral flow cytometry data on each sample, “fluorescence minus 1” controls (cells stained with all fluorochromes used in the experiment except 1) were performed for each marker prior to spectral unmixing.

**Lobe-specific multiplex cytokine measurements.** As detailed above, the noncellular fraction of BALF from each right lung lobe (RUL, RML, and RLL) and left lung lobe (LUL, Ling, and LLL) was collected from individuals in our CTRL, CF-NTMNEG, and CF-NTMPOS cohorts. Aliquots were stored at −80°C and were shipped on dry ice to Eve Technologies, where the levels of multiple cytokines and other soluble factors were measured using the MilliPore MILLIPLEX method (Human Complement P1 Featured 3-Plex Kit, HCMP1-03-03; Human Complement P2 Featured 5-Plex Kit, HCMP2-05-02; and Human Cytokine Array/Chemokine Array 71-403 Plex Panel, HD71).

**PCA.** We performed PCA separately of immune cell frequencies and cytokines using the “psych” package in R. We stratified each PCA result in immune cell frequencies to blood (overall) and left and right lung segments; results for cytokine data were stratified according to lobe section (RUL, RML, RLL, LUL, Ling, and LLL). Stratification was performed given that we observed differing degrees of correlation based on region in both immune cell (Figure 8A) and cytokine data (Supplemental Figure 5). Scree-plot and proportion-of-variance criteria were used to select the effective number of PCs. Scatterplots of scores for the first and second PCs were used to examine relationships of variables between and within experimental groups (CTRL, CF-NTMNEG, and CF-NTMPOS). Factor loadings with magnitudes above 0.5 were considered influential for a given PC and assessed for overall structural pattern in each PCA.

**Graphing and statistics.** Graphs were prepared using Graph Pad Prism or Microsoft Excel, with the exception of dot plots and t-SNE dimensionality reduction plots (which were generated using FlowJo). Data were statistically analyzed using their bundled software. Statistical comparisons involving more than 2 experimental groups used ANOVA with followup column-to-column comparisons. All other statistical comparisons used Student’s t test. Differences between groups were considered significant if P < 0.05 and are graphically indicated by 1 or more asterisks (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.005; ***P < 0.0005).

**Study approval.** This study was approved by the local Institutional Review Board with informed written consent obtained from all subjects prior to collection of research samples.
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